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i) List of Abbreviations

GBI

-

Gender Budgeting Initiative

CSOs

-

Civil Society Organization(s)

LGAs

-

Local Government Authorities

LGTI

-

Local Government Training Institute

NSA

-

Non State Actors

MDAs

-

Ministry and Development Agencies

MS TCDC

-

Mellemfolkeligt Samvirke Training Centre for Development Cooperation

O&OD

-

Opportunities and Obstacles to Development

PLWHA

-

People Living with HIV/AIDS

PETS

-

Public Expenditure Tracking Systems

SA

-

Social Accountability
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1.

PART 1

1.1

Executive summary

A one day Workshop on Social Accountability for stakeholders was held on 4th October 2012 at
Peacock Hotel, Dar es Salaam. It was attended by 87 (33 Female and 54 male) stakeholders from
CSOs, UN agencies and MDAs.
The workshop was organized by Forum Syd in partnership with MS TCDC and Policy Forum for
the purpose of enabling various stakeholders to share different approaches used to enhance
accountability in various aspects. The rationale for this being that there are many different ways
to ensure social accountability and citizen’s empowerment as a means to reduce poverty. The
Government of Tanzania has introduced PETS among many other initiatives in order to increase
accountability and enhance citizen’s participation in development process especially at the Local
Government levels. Similarly many CSOs such as Forum Syd, Policy Forum and MS TCDC
have initiated different programs to enhance social accountability at Local level. Following this,
the workshop was organized in order to create forum for various Social Accountability
stakeholders to share experiences and learn from each other. This would subsequently contribute
to the outcome 5 of Forum Syd SAPT.
Specific objectives for the SA workshop were as follows:
-

To explore the basic understanding, principles & paradigms of Social Accountability
across various Stakeholders in Tanzania;

-

Assess effectiveness of PETS guidelines in promoting Social Accountability

-

Be aware of Sector specific Social Accountability initiatives

1.2

Workshop outputs:

It was expected that at the end of the seminar, SA stakeholders will have:
-

Created a common understanding of social accountability as a concept and hence
harmonize the varying approaches.

-

Established an inventory and database of providers and contributors to SA in Tanzania
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-

Redefined the role of PETS in promoting Social Accountability

-

Corroborated information about funding streams on SA in Tanzania.

Topics
In order to achieve the above objectives, the following topics were discussed
•

Key concepts in Governance and Accountability

•

Social Accountability approaches in Tanzania- approaches/methodologies in monitoring
public resources

•

Presentation of the Tanzania Social Accountability Report (SAM)

•

The role of PETS in promoting Social Accountability in Tanzania

•

SA - Field work experience and Key lessons (The Engaging of Duty bearers and Right
holders approach as advocated by Forum Syd)

•

Regional experience in implementing SAM in Southern Africa (Mozambique & Zambia).

•

SA Practitioners in Tanzania – Policy Forum, SIKIKA and ANSAF

•

The Way forward

Facilitators/Resource persons
The sessions above were moderated by
Delphine Mugisha – Training Coordinator
MS TCDC.

The resource persons were as follows:
-

Dr. Suma Kaare – MS TCDC, Arusha

-

Gertrude Mugizi – PSAM
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-

Hebron Mwakagenda – The Leadership Forum

-

Rashid Kitambulio – DED Siha

-

Eke Mwaipopo – Amka Consultant

-

Edmund Kangamungazi, Laura Miti & Fransico Tabua – PSAM Zambia and
Mozambique

-

Dr. Kahabi G. Isangula - SIKIKA

-

George Mboje – ANSAF

Profile of the Speakers is hereby attached - (Appendix 4).

1.3

Methodology:

The workshop facilitation deployed a number of adult learning principles to allow interaction
among the participants for the purpose of learning. The methodology used includes presentation
from the Speakers, plenary and panel discussions to share different approaches, success stories as
well as challenges. In order to ensure focus to the issues, there was a facilitator throughout the
workshop.

Part 2
2.1

An overview

The social Accountability Stakeholders workshop was designed and delivered with a couched learning
agenda which informed the quality of resource persons, participants, as well as mode of delivery for the
workshop. It featured sessions in which experienced Social Accountability practitioners, Civil Society
activists and academicians delivered provoking papers which suggested revisiting of PETS effectiveness
including its strengths and limitations, understand, appreciate and harmonize different approaches and tools
for monitoring public services such as O&OD, GBI and suggestions for a framework of Social
Accountability Monitoring in the country.
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Building on a welcome remark by Mr. Godfrey Wawa – Country Manager Forum Syd Tanzania, the
workshop also featured interactive plenary discussions guided by questions that emerged from the other
provoking presentations by SA practitioners and civil society activists, as well as panel discussions by SA
actors from Mozambique and Zambia. This enabled participants to reflect more deeply on the practical
approaches and methods for monitoring public services at both National and local levels.

This report present what transpired in a one day workshop held at Peacock Hotel, Dar es Salaam. It is written
with consideration of a number of concise recommendations that were made by participants at the end of the
workshop. The report will also be used as a basis for follow up of the discussion started earlier between
Policy Forum partners and PMORALG for the need to review PETS and come up with a holistic approach
that could capture different aspects/variables for monitoring public services. It is thus written not only as a
report but as a learning document that can be used even to advocate for more comprehensive framework.

In terms of structure, the report starts with the introduction, and summary, which is part 1 of the report.
Following then is part 2, which summarizes presentations from different resource persons and the last part
include conclusion and the way forward as recommended by the participants.

2.2

Background information

A growing number of Civil Society Organizations have taken social accountability as a way to
improve governance, democracy and provision of social services to the citizens. Forum Syd and
MS-TCDC are among CSOs in Tanzania1 working on this area through developing capacity of
both citizens and local governments to participate effectively in strengthening accountability in
the public sector.
Forum Syd Social Accountability Programme in Tanzania (SAPT) is aimed at increasing voice,
information and negotiation/influence of citizens at district and ward level, in order to enhance
local government accountability, with special focus on women, youth, people living with
HIV/AIDS and the disabled. The Programme is being implemented through six strategies/results
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The program is being implemented in three districts namely Magu, Ukerewe and Karagwe
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as follows; 1) Improved networking and bridging between citizens and local leaders through
enabling legal, political, socio-cultural and economic environment, 2) Strengthened demand and
supply sides of accountability at district and ward level, 3) Increased democratic credibility and
accountability of participating local civil society organizations, 4) Increased capacity of existing
networks and umbrella lobby organizations to become effective links between the community,
district and national level, 5) Harmonized and synergized social accountability initiatives with an
Alliance Group advocating and influencing aid effectiveness agenda in Tanzania and 6)
enhanced quality assured program development.

Forum Syd Partnership with MS TCDC and Hombolo LGTI
Since 2008 – 2009 Forum Syd partnered with MS TCDC to implement the SAPT program. This
partnership is being implemented within the broad MS-TCDC focus on governance
accountability which is premised on the believe that:
•

Accountability is important because it keeps government power in check; and

•

Accountability is a necessary pre-condition for just and democratic governance

The Country Manager of Forum Syd –
Godfrey Wawa explained that the focus of the
partnership is to strengthen both the demand
and supply sides of accountability at district
and ward level through training, coaching and
mentoring, and harmonizing and synergizing
social accountability initiatives through an
Alliance Group whose role is advocating and
influencing

aid

effectiveness

agenda

in

Tanzania. It is important to note that, capacity building in this partnership is focused on both
supply and demand sides of accountability with the Local Government Training Institute in
Hombolo (LGTI) responsible for the supply side, with MSTCDC being responsible for demand
side of accountability.
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He further emphasized that essence of the social accountability program is to build good
relationship between the right holders and duty bearers so that together they can address poverty.
In this case, even at the local level, citizens are insisted to work in close collaboration with their
leaders in addressing their problems. The social accountability work should allow dialogue
between the demand and supply side so that they can find solution to the citizen’s problems.
2.3

Presentations

Governance Accountability by Dr. Suma Kaare – MS TCDC
In

her

presentation

titled

Governance

Accountability, Dr. Suma Kaare urged that State
governance is a process and outcome of a
relationship between state and citizens whereby
citizens (in their diverse form) are duty bound to
demand and claim for rights while, the State has
obligation

to

fulfill,

protect

and

promote

fundamental freedoms through services and other means. It is a social contract between the
Citizens and the State. Therefore, accountability is where citizens and state fulfill
obligations/duties and responsibilities bestowed in and by the social contract. She also explained
the rationale for Interrogating and programming on Governance and Accountability which is
based mainly on break down in state - citizen relationship thus results to poverty,
underdevelopment etc. She emphasized that citizens should be empowered to demand and claim
for rights and in taking sanctions where violation occurs. This was challenged by the participants
during discussion that how citizens can take sanctions? “How do we go about taking the
approach to sanctions?” Shamshad Rhemtula. Citizens’ mobilization, awareness raising and
coalition building were explained as key for helping citizens to engage in accountability process
including taking sanctions.
In addition, the presentation from Dr. Suma explained conditions/enablers that citizens and the
state must commit to respect and enforce the social contract and sub contracts for instance,
Citizens should pay taxes, vote and elect actors of state institutions; comply with law and resolve
conflicts within the laws. Similarly, the State (and all delegated/entrusted authorities –
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government, parliament, judiciary,…..private sector,…NGOs must have the right knowledge,
attitudes, behaviors and tools to fulfill, protect and promote fundamental freedoms. During
discussion, it was noted that poverty is increasing due to the missing of these enablers which
would have strengthened the relationship between the state and the citizens.

The issue of Gender budgeting effectiveness was also referred to as an approach which is not
progressing well due to failure of Government systems. “GBI was a very good initiative but now
is weaken by many aspects including lack of budget act, no budget office …..” To address the
accountability failures, it was highly recommended that CSOs play their part using various SA
mechanisms to empower citizens and the state to establish, maintain and protect social contract
and sub social contracts. In addition, it was emphasized that partnership is critical for
Governance and Accountability work therefore; CSOs work on SA should complement each
other rather than competing and also echoed from Godfrey Wawa’s presentation that social
accountability is not about citizens fighting with the state but it is about strengthening of social
relationships to ensure that each play its role and obligations for realization of human rights.

APPROACHES/METHODOLOGIES IN MONITORING PUBLIC RESOURCES by
Hebron Mwakagenda
“A meaningful and informed participation and involvement of citizens is very KEY to any
development process in any community as it enhances ownership and can voice out and
influence decisions ------ Mwakagenda, H.2012
The presentation highlighted major issues with regards to evolution of Social Accountability and
successes recorded in different countries including Brazil, India, and South Africa. Mwakagenda
explained how SA has resulted to the emergence of civil society networks in various countries
such as Malawi, Zambia, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa and
Zimbabwe. He also highlighted the genesis and successes of Public Expenditure Tracking
Studies which are part of the social accountability.
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He further explained on how CSOs monitor public resources including the tools and methods
they apply at different levels starting from planning stage (Budget formulation and resource
allocation using GBI); Implementation (Budget

and Policy Analysis - IBA), Expenditure

monitoring and tracking through PETS and Participatory performance monitoring of public
service delivery using different tools such as CSC,CRC,PSDA, PIMA CARD, PPM, social audit
as well as Social Accountability Monitoring (SAM) Framework.
Mwakagenda emphasized on the need for CSOs to understand budget cycle in the country in
order to identify spaces for engagement. The budget cycle has different stages as shown below:
1. Budget Formulation
November-May

2. Debating and
Approval

3. Oversight and Control
(ongoing)

June-August

3. Budget Execution
July-June

In explaining tools that are used by different SA practitioners to monitor public resources, he
affirmed that Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys or Systems (PETS) is highly dominant and
practiced tool constituting 95% of all social accountability initiatives in Tanzania (2011) and it is
commonly used by both Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) and the Government to enhance
accountability of public funds. During discussion, he was challenged on the effectiveness of
PETS whereby participants questioned if the problem is the weakness of the tool or the users of
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the tool. It was then concluded that PETS is part of SAM and to some extent it has succeeded but
there is a need to review to establish variables which are working well and the constraints.
Mwakagenda’s presentation highlighted also other tools which are used by CSOs to monitor
public resources. These are PARTICIPATORY SERVICE DELIVERY ASSESSMENT
(PSDA), COMMUNITY REPORT ARD/COMMUNITY SCORE CARD/PIMA CARD, GBI
etc. Besides many tools in place but SA is still facing challenges such as:
•

Lack of common understanding on Social Accountability among and between actors in
Tanzania

•

Lack of political will

by the government to fully cooperate and collaborate on

implementing social accountability initiatives
•

Unavailability and non accessibility to financial information at LGAs level

•

Poor plans, Reports and Reporting system

•

Poor community ownership and involvement making it difficult to implement and
provide oversight

He further concluded by emphasizing that the success of accountability mechanisms depends on
the degree to which citizens are willing to participate.

Interrogating Social Accountability Systems in Tanzania – by Getrude Mugizi
“what citizens deserve must become a ‘capability’ – what they are actually able to be or do”
(Sen 2005).
The presentation centered on experiences from the Policy Forum/PSAM Partnership Social
Accountability work using an approach developed by a unit within the School of Journalism and
Media Studies at Rhodes University. The approach offers a combination of 3 programs namely:
Monitoring and Advocacy Programme – MAP, Regional Learning Programme – RLP and
Advocacy Impact Programme – AIP.
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PSAM approach focuses on Rights Based Approach to service delivery. It builds on a strong
conviction that Citizens are not passive users of public services; they are active holders of
fundamental rights. For socioeconomic rights, this is done through the delivery of services that
address a set of basic human needs which is a primary role of government. According to
ICESCR – Article 2, the state has the obligation to address a range of needs which will give
citizens the capability to experience the progressive realisation of rights to the maximum of its
available resources. Therefore, states generally address these needs through five public resource
management processes namely Strategic Planning and Resource Allocation; Expenditure
Management; Performance Management; Public Integrity Management and Oversight. In view
of this, PSAM framework on accountability is designed to address issues in all five management
processes due to the fact that in order to deliver services, states need to implement each of the
five public resource management processes and to account for all their decisions and actions to
citizens. This approach challenge PETS by showing that accountability is beyond financial
monitoring. Other issues such as public integrity, planning are equally important to be monitored
in a systematic way.

In addition, the Speaker explained the process for collecting information through PSAM which
include defining Identification of Context and Partner; development of an intervention strategy
that links service delivery problems with systemic issues; documentation of Lessons and
adjustments to strategy (collaboration) and finally Evaluation/Documentation of Outcomes,
Impact and lessons.

Discussing on the Tanzania SA report, she highlighted lessons learnt from the process as
follows:


Timely access to public resource management information continues to be a constraint
for social accountability practitioners.



When information is accessed the quality of the information provided is inconsistent.
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YET legislative and/or regulatory provisions do exist within the Tanzanian legislative
and regulatory framework that requires duty bearers to make available to the public most
of the information required for SAM analysis.

Following this, discussion was held on importance of raising awareness to the citizens about
existence of laws, regulations and guidelines for accessing public information. Other challenges
mentioned in the SA report were:


Poor management of outsourcing of revenue collection



Participatory planning at village level not reflected in aggregated plans and budgets at
higher levels.



Late disbursement of funds and disbursed amounts not in accordance with annual cash
flow plans and annual procurement plans.



Implemented activities often different from those articulated in council strategic plans.



Unspent funds at the end of the year often not re-budgeted in the following year’s budget.



Budgets developed from unrealistic resource projections.

It was clearly noted that the source of each challenge identified at council level could be traced
back to at least one weakness in the public resource management system. Therefore, it is
important for SAM to monitor the system in a holistic manner rather than focusing on one
component only. “If citizens are not participating in planning, it is most likely that they will not
be able to monitor the implementation”.
Moreover, Gertrude explained on the enforceability of Social Economic Rights. She underscored
that SAM empowers citizens with a basis for demanding that the human rights commitments
made by governments are realized. She concluded that there is a need for Strategic use of
evidence from government documents in a rights-based manner to evaluate the effectiveness of
the PRM system; it is important to ensure that SA tools have ability to change the nature of
discourse between citizens and the state as well as ensuring sustainability for systemic
improvements to PRM.
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The role of PETS in promoting Social Accountability in Tanzania by Rashid Kitambulio –
DED Siha
The paper presented the genesis of Social Accountability in Tanzania by highlighting various
reforms which aimed at reducing poverty through strengthening both central and Local
Government systems. From this stand the Government initiated various processes for improving
governance and accountability such as Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys (PETS). This is a
tool for providing information to citizens about how government money is used and therefore,
enhance accountability. It is a conviction of the Government of URT that improving
accountability and governance will result to better development and quality services in the
country. During discussion, this was challenged by the fact that several reforms have been in
place but the results to reduce poverty and transform economy is still low.
“PETS is a strategy/means and not an objective or a result in itself” – Rashid Kitambulio – DED
Siha District. He emphasized that PETS should be considered as a tool among many other tools
which are being used to increase transparency and accountability of the public resources. He
further explained successes realized so far include the availability of guidelines to follow up the
money, engagement of stakeholders to monitor public resources and to some extent contribute to
the adherence of principles of good governance by the LGAs. This includes improving financial
management systems; providing accurate financial information; increase transparency and
accountability as well as improving dialogue with civil society. Besides the successes recorded
but the question still remain “does PETS enough to promote Social Accountability? During
deliberations, it was clearly noted that PETS is one of the tools for SA but as any other tool in
development there are some limitations which are supposed to be complimented by other tools.
However, in order to enhance effectiveness of PETS, Kitambulio suggested that PETS as a
pprocess should consider all important cycle, there is a need to improve guideline base on
experience gain since 1999; harmonization of different tool used in SA is crucial; there is a need
to agree together tool that would be used by all CSOs to enhance SA in the country.
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Questions were raised by the participants on the political will to implement PETS due to
experiences shown from different LGAs of difficulties to access information despite existence of
the law and guidelines. Moreover, obligation of the DEDs to support the process were limited at
personal level hence create some misunderstanding between the Government officials and the
Citizens/CSO when demanding for accountability. It was then concluded that PETS should be
reviewed in order to strengthen certain variables which are limiting comprehensive SA.

SA - Field work experience and Key lessons (The Engaging of Duty bearers and Right
holders approach as advocated by Forum Syd) – by Eke Mwaipopo, AMKA Consult

The presentation defined the concept of SA which in its broad sense constitutes a range of
actions and mechanisms beyond voting that citizens can use to hold the state to account. It
involves actions on the part of government, civil society, media and other societal actors that
promote or facilitate these efforts. At the level of programmes it is about increasing citizens’
engagement in public issues that affect their lives. At the core of the issues is poverty which is a
result of accountability failures. In Tanzania, the citizens individually and through their
institutions are making efforts to call government to deliver on its promises.
In explaining the field experiences of Forum Syd on Social Accountability, Mwaipopo noted that
the number of NGOs and programmes working on social accountability interventions has
increased compared to the past. This is an indication of the magnitude of the accountability
failures problem in Tanzania, he said. He also affirmed that most previous social accountability
interventions by government, donors and civil society have been addressing the supply side only
and from the district level upwards, the Forum Syd approach through SAPT is working with both
supply and demand side. This unique experience showed the need to rethink about social
contract and strengthen relationship between the duty bearers and citizens. He concurred with
Dr. Suma about the need to strengthen relationship between the citizens and the state in order to
address issues of poverty and violation of human rights.
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In reference to what was earlier explained by the Country Manager of Forum Syd – Godfrey
Wawa, Mwapopo noted that the SAPT whose Development Objective is to see - People that are
marginalized and living in poverty have improved their living conditions through reinforced
democratic influence and increased ability to claim their rights, has been able to build capacity
of both demand and supply side towards social accountability. As a result some achievements
have been recorded such as Informed Public aware of their rights and responsibilities; meetings
Attendance Improved, strengthened relationship between supply and demand side, LG Service
delivery improved and some community concerns have been addressed.

In addition, SAPT has generated much new knowledge in the field of social accountability
initiatives as listed below:
-

Training of both supply and demand sides in social accountability results in improvement
of service delivery methods, amicable relations between local leadership and community
members, improves transparency and political participation.

-

Implementing programme through partners is cost-effective, cultivates ownership and
promises great potential for sustainability of the achieved change. Further, it reduces
chances of antagonizing government because it is the community members and their local
institutions who have the legitimacy to hold duty bearers to account.

-

Collaborating with LGAs stimulates government contribution to the programme since the
SAPT is indeed assisting government to do its job properly.

-

When community groups are organized and trained they become effective paralegals in
providing services to their communities. Examples of legal aid services provided at
Ihanda CRC and Kisesa CRC show clear evidence of the inherent potential in these
community members.

-

Media power stimulates debate and is unlimited. Radio Karagwe and FADECO FM
proved to be reaching people beyond the programme area into the whole of Kagera
region. The community radio also provides room for listeners to call and air their
concerns.

-

Strengthened networking and district programmes
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-

Informed community members get empowered to claim their rights and bring about
change to their livelihoods. For instance, the PLWHA groups at Kisesa have been able to
claim their rights and improve their livelihood, develop confidence and fight stigma.

The discussion around services offered to PLWHA was held suggesting for more sustainable
interventions rather than addressing only practical needs which is of more short term.

Regional experience in implementing SAM in Southern Africa (Mozambique and Zambia)
Edmund Kangamungazi, Laura Miti and Fransisco Tabua.

A panel of three people was done to share with the workshop participants their experiences of
implementing SAM in different countries.

An experience from Zambia explored the importance of legislation in facilitating SA as well as
civic actors and media practitioners’ ability to demand accountability and transparency in public
resource management from state actors. It emphasized that it is critical for civic actors and media
practitioners interested in accountability questions to be well vested in the legislative framework
that oversees public resource management. The question is how much can be achieved without
the support of the law?
The Speaker – Laura Miti urged that the consideration of any aspect of a country’s legal
framework must start with its fundamental law - the Constitution. She gave examples of different
acts in Zambia that promotes accountability such as anti corruption and public finance act. She
also affirmed that for the purposes of PSAM’s rights based approach to social accountability
monitoring the bill of rights and the socio economic rights there-in are especially foundational.
She also advised the participants especially Tanzanians to use the ongoing process of
constitutional review to ensure that the constitution provides space for ensuring accountability in
the country. “Zambia is undergoing a constitutional review process which is expected to
strengthen accountability legislation” she said.

She concluded that:
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• a stringent standard for accountability has to be written into law to facilitate citizen’s
ability to demand explanations and justifications on the way public resources are used
• Accountability should not left to the good will or morality of leaders
• Put together:
–

justifiable socio economic rights tying governments down to a minimum standard
of service delivery Legislation that envisages strict standards in budgeting and
expenditure

– Plus strong access to information legislation
•

Translate into citizenry that is able to hold governments accountable and prevent runaway
abuse or misallocation of resources and corruption

•

Finally it can be stated that many times the starting point for civic actors seeking to
strengthen social accountability should be advocacy for strengthening of legislation

Another experience from Zambia was done by a representative from Caritas Zambia - Edmund
Kangamungazi. He reiterated the presentation of the former Speakers by emphasizing that and
effective SA work should build capacity of both duty bearers and right holders. Explaining on his
SAM experience in Zambia, he said that Caritas Zambia has been very active in monitoring
public resources through
•

Training and education: Useful starting point to acquire the language of budgets and
knowledge of process

•

Assessing Budget Systems through: Identification of entry points, Planning and resource
allocation, Expenditure management, Performance management, Public integrity,
Oversight, Budget process studies – e.g. the role of parliament and the budget process,
Transparency assessments – effective participation requires access to timely, relevant,
comprehensive and reliable information – submissions to parliament, basis to advocate
for changes to make system more conducive to participation

•

Analyzing Budget Policy through working directly with budget figures, response to
executive’s draft budget, Expenditure tracking – tackles ‘budget fiction’ by narrowing
gap between estimates and actual spending etc
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Experience from Mozambique was presented by Fransisco Tabua. He explained the work of
Concern Universal (CU) Mozambique in building capacity of citizens on SA at training in the
province and at national level. Among other initiatives of CU are training on digital stories (with
technical assistance of Institute of the Development Studies) which would be used in M&E as
well as in learning and advocacy system for PSAM work; Established contacts and conducted
coordination meetings with the Provincial government, Provincial Assembly (Niassa) and with
other Civil Society provincial Forums (FONAGNI, NAFESA). He emphasized on the
importance of building strong networks and coalitions among the CSOs. “Media is very powerful
in social accountability work. In Mozambique, we signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
with community radios (Cuamba and Metangula)” Fransisco Tabua – Mozambique. It is through
media whereby citizens at all levels will become aware of their rights, understand expenditure of
public resources and corruption related issues.

During discussion, participants noted that in order to enhance full engagement of citizens in
public issues citizens empowerment is critical also NGOs should work with both citizens and
Government officials.
Social Accountability Monitoring by Dr. Kahabi Issangula - SIKIKA
SIKIKA is a health advocacy organization work to ensure equitable and affordable quality health
care services through health systems’ social accountability at all levels of the government with
the main objective of improving health service delivery systems in the following areas in
Tanzania: Dodoma-Kondoa and Mpwapwa; Manyara-Kiteto and Simajiro; Singida-Iramba and
Singida Rural; Kibaha and Dar es Salaam. Presentation on how SIKIKA is engaging in Social
Accountability Monitoring was done by Dr. Kahabi.

SIKIKA has been involved in the SAM at the central level of government through National
Health Sector Budget Analysis, Stakeholders engagement, Technical Working Groups and media
Campaigns. The major focus has been sensitize citizens to demand for justification, explanation
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and take corrective action where public resources have not been utilized effectively, efficiently,
so as to realize human rights and their capabilities. Dr. Kahabi reiterate other speakers that SAM
should be done in a holistic manner to include various stakeholders and address various issues
within the health sector. Participants appealed for extension of this project in other districts in the
country since health is one of the sectors affected by misallocation of funds and corruption.

Social Accountability Monitoring by George Mboje - ANSAF
ANSAF has been carrying out Social Accountability Monitoring since 2011 in partnership with
Policy Forum. ANSAF identified members interested to implement SAM in various districts in
Tanzania including: Tushiriki – Mbeya Municipal; CEMDO – Ulanga Morogoro, LIMITED and
Katani Ltd –Korogwe Tanga, Action Aid Singida Rural and Tandahimba, Concern - Iringa rural
and Kilolo and KADERES in Karagwe.
The presentation explained on how identification of SAM team members was done and the
trainings conducted in order to build their capacity to hold the duty bearers accountable.
Lessons learnt from this engagement were mentioned as follows:
 Citizens do not know their roles and responsibilities in the planning and implementation
process.
 Projects established by the council executives are speedy in implementation and receive
funds easily than those raised by villagers.
 Executive officers are involved in the misuse of public funds though DADP projects.
 Delays in fund disbursement from the ministerial level to LGAs and as well from LGAs
to the Village level
From the above observations, discussion was held on how to help people especially small
farmers in the rural areas to understand their rights as well as be able to analyze government
policies and advocate for change.
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3.0

The Way forward
At the end of the workshop,
participants deliberated on the way
forward.

The

following

recommendations were suggested:
-

There is a need to expand
scope

of

Social

Accountability to focus on
SAM in totality/holistically
where other aspects are
included such as management integrity, oversight
-

Review PETS to expand its scope and include other aspects for monitoring public
resources. Following this, Policy Forum in collaboration with Forum Syd and MS TCDC
should develop a policy brief paper showing variables of PETS both strengths and
limitations

-

There is a need to advocate for right to information/access to information to be clearly
articulated in the constitution

-

Believe in social change and empower citizens for them to take the lead.

-

Implementing partners should feel more ownership of SAM

-

Empower citizens to understand their rights and demand it through

-

Advocate for inclusion of SA in the school curricula

-

Policy Forum should coordinate different approaches to see who is contributing what in
the cycle of SAM.

-

Expand the scope of SAPT in other districts and also include more groups such as
fisheries and farmers associations
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-

Strengthen networks of SA practitioners and ensure inclusiveness especially grassroots
organizations

-

Policy Forum should develop a strategy to engage the Government on how to revise
PETS

-

Stakeholders meeting should be organized more regularly – at least quarterly

-

A research should be done to determine to what extent the duty bearers are involved in
monitoring of public resources

-

Consolidate the workshop findings into a report and share with all participants and other
stakeholders who were not able to attend the meeting

4.0

Closing:

The official closing of the workshop was done by Dr. Suma Kaare – Principal MSTCDC by
thanking all participants for their active participation. She urged the participants to be the change
they would like to see. (Full speech is hereby attached).

5.0

Appendices:

5.1

Appendix 1: List of participants
Name of Organization

1. Forum Syd Tanzania

Participant Name/Contacts

Sex

Godfrey Benjamin Wawa

M

P.O. Box 11850

Country Manager

Mwanza, Tanzania

godfrey.wawa@forumsyd.org

Tel: +255 28 250 1226/8

Mobile: +255752420116/0754211991

2. -“-

Grace E. Rububula

F

Programme Monitoring and Evaluation
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grace.rububula@forumsyd.org
Mobile: +255 784691175

3. -“-

Florence Maira

F

Programme Accountant
florence.maira@forumsyd.org
+255 754400450

4. -“-

Florence R. Rugemalira

M

Organizational Development Officer
florence.rweyemamu@forumsyd.org
Mobile: +255 713-500889

5. -“-

Emma Mashauri

F

emma.mashauri@forumsyd.org

6. -“-

Audiphax Richard Kamala

M

Youth Programme Coordinator
audiphax.kamala@forumsyd.org
+255 763901136

7. MS-Training Centre for

Dr. Suma Kaare

Development Cooperation (MS
TCDC) P.O.Box 254

Princiipal

Arusha, Tanzania

kaares@mstcdc.or.tz; tunsume@yahoo.com

Tel: +255 27 2541044/6/8

Mobile: +255753087713

F

mstcdc@mstcdc.or.tz

8. -“-

Delphine Mugisha

F

Manager – Training Division
mugishad@mstcdc.or.tz

9. -“-

Oliva Kinabo

F

Deputy Manager – Development Training Dept.
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kinaboo@mstcdc.or.tz

10. -“-

Anna Mbwambo

F

Programme Assistant-Development Training Dept.
mbwamboa@mstcdc.or.tz

11. ANSAF

George Jackson Mboje

P.O.Box 33562

Budget and Policy Analyst

Dar es Salaam

mbojegeorge@yahoo.com

Tel: +255 22 2771566

Mobile: +255 754816812

M

Ansaf.tanzania@gmail.com

12. -“-

Alawiya Mohammed

M

Alawiya14@gmail.com
Mobile: +255 713385538

13. TWAWEZA

Rose Aiko

P. O. Box 38342

Research Analyst

Dar es Salaam

raiko@twaweza.org

Tl: +255 222664301-3

Mobile: +255 784588122

14. The Foundation for Civil Society

Bernard Kindoli

F

M

(FCS)
Manager – Policy and Development Department
P.O.Box 7192
Bernard@thefoundation-tz.org
Dar es Salaam
Mobile: +255789499881
Tl: +255 222138530-2
information@thefoundationtz.org

15. Embassy of Sweden (Sida)
P.O.Box 7294

Tumsifu W. Mmari

M

Programme Officer, Media and Civil Society
Organization
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Dar es Salaam

Tumsifu.mmari@foreign.ministry.se

Tl: +255 22 2196500

Mobile: +255 754 490141

16. Local Government Training

Ally M. Kassinge - Administrative Officer

M

Institute (LGTI), Hombolo
amakassinge@yahoo.com
P.O.Box 1125 Dodoma
Mobile: +255 713984876
Mobile: +255 656340610

17. UNDP/UNWomen

Innocent Pantaleo

P.O.Box 9182

Programme Officer (Economic Empowerment)

Dar-es-Salaam,
+255 22 211-2576
+255 22 2113 1168

Innocent.pantaleo@unwomen.org ;

M

innopanta@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255 754 846421

18. United Nations Entity for Gender
Equity and Empowerment of
Women (UN Women)

Hans Mhalila

M

National Programme Coordinator – Gender Equitable
Local Development - Hans.mhalila@unwomen.org:
Mobile: +255 754525622

19. APRM Tanzania

Rehema Twalib – Executive Secretary

F

20. Mwanza Policy Initiative (MPI)

Joyce E. Mfinanga - Coordinator

F

P.O.Box 6194,

Mob. +255 754/684487796

Mwanza, Tanzania

mfinangajoyce@yahoo.com

21. ActionAid Tanzania

Michael J. Dalali - Policy Coordinator

P.O.Box 21496

Michael.Dalali@actionaid.org

Dar es Salaam

michaeldalali@gmail.com

Tl: +255 222700596/2700694

Mobile: +255 717011112

22. Open Society Initiative for Eastern

Shamshad Rehmatullah

M

F

Africa
srehmatullah@osiea.org

23. TAWLA

Juma Haruna Mwenga

M
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Monitoring and Evaluation Coordinator
mwengaj@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255717783361/0754395536

24. President’s Office –State House

Mathias N.C. Chitunchi

P.O.Box 9120

Coordinator – Good Governance

Dar es Salaam.

mchitunchi@hotmail.com

Tl: +255 222117273

Mobile: +255 754 856452

25. Tanzania Social Action Fund

Godfrey Paul Mkelemi – M&E Officer

M

M

(TASAF)
godfreymkelemi@yahoo.com;
lmwamanga@tasaf.org - Mobile: +255 765531818

26. SIKIKA

Dr. Kahabi Ganka Isangula

M

kahabi@sikika.or.tz; kaisa079@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255715030726/0732333332

27. Danish Embassy

Maria N. Hastrup

Dar es Salaam

marhas@um.dk

O22 2113887/91

Mobile: +255 753781082

F

daramba@um.dk

Embassy of Ireland

Mathew Kihuya

P. O.Box 9612

Governance Programme Executive

Dar es Salaam

Mobile: +255 713225618

M

Mathew.khulya@dfa.ie
kihulya@yahoo.com
28. Swiss Agency for Development
and Cooperation (SDC), Embassy
of Switzerland

Marcelina Biro - Governance Advisor

F

Marcelina.biro@sdc.net or
davidmarcelina@yahoo.com
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Mobile: +255 754887905
29. -“-

Sonya Elmer Dettelbacher,

F

Head of Governance
sonya.elmer@sdc.net
30. SDC/emjee

Maureen Röell

P.O.Box 14159

Backstopper Consultant

Dar es Salaam

maureen.roell@gmail.com

F

Mobile: +255782646869
31. POLICY FORUM

Semkae Kilonzo - Coordinator

M

coordinator@policyforum.or.tz
Mobile: +255 76215444
32. -“-

Richard Angelo - Manager – Capacity Enhancement

M

accountability@policyforum.or.tz
Mobile: +255715844559
33. -“-

Prisca Kowa - Programme Assistant

F

pa3@policyforum.or.tz
mobile: +255 716870727
34. -“-

Alex Modest Ruchyahinduru - Manager,
Communication & Advocacy

M

policyforum@policyforum.or.tz
Mobile: +255 757716333
POLICY FORUM MEMBERS:
35. MIICO

Adam Siwingwa

M

Executive Director
asiwingwa@gmail.com
Mobile: +255 759301131
36. Coastal Youth Vision Association

Joackson G. Mkango

M
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(CYVA)

Executive Director

P. O.Box 113, Chalinze, Bagamoyo

Mkango2002@yahoo.com

Mobile: +255 755805589

Mobile: +255 714800825

Cyvision2008@yahoo.com
37. SAHRINGON Tanzania Chapter

Agnes Michael Junga

P.O.Box 11393

Programme Officer

Dar es Salaam

aggymike@yahoo.co.uk; agnes@sahringon.or.tz

F

Mobile: +255 754550824
sahringontz@yahoo.com;
info@sahringon.or.tz
38. Tanzania Council for Social
Development (TACOSODE)

Koga Mihama

M

SAM Coordinator/Advocacy Officer
kogamihama@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255 754/715 819940
39. UNGO

Idd Mdanku

P.O.Box 6075

Executive Secretary

Morogoro

iddmdanku@yahoo.com

ungomoro@gmail.com

Mobile: +255754879306

40. Tanzania Forest Conservation
Group (TFCG)

Elinasi Monga

M

M

Project Manager
P.O.Box 23410
emonga@tfcg.or.tz
Dar es Salaam
Mobile: +255 713225787
Tl: +255 222669007
Mobile: +255 655380607
c.meshack@tfcg.or.tz
41. Women in Social Entrepreneurship
(WISE)

Elvia Mushobozi

F
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P.O.Box 3173

Field Officer

socialinstigating@yahoo.com

elviamushobozi@yahoo.com

Mobile: +255 757065133

Mobile: +255 753501315

42. Tanzania Aids Forum (TAF)

Rainer Benedict Wigira

P.O.Box 65147

Programme Officer

Dar es Salaam

wigison@gmail.com

Tl: +255 686976991

Mobile: +255 713454138

F

info@tzaidsforum.org
43. Kibaha Network of CSOs (KNC)

Hassanali A. Seif - Chairperson

M

Mobile: +255713174972/0786314371

44. Baharamulo Originating Socio
Economic Development
Association (BOSEDA)

Said Badru Suleiman

M

Member in the Organization
Mobile: +255 756581897

45. -“-

Ramadhan I. Birolele

M

Executive Chairperson
Mobile: +255 789236907
46. Youth Partnership Countrywide
(YPC)

Samwely Stanley

M

Programme Managr – Governance & Advocacy
samwelys@yahoo.ca; samwely@gmail.com
Mobile:+255 713338210/ 0753416967
47. Community Active in Development
Association (CADA)

Peter Matonyi - Chairperson

M

tacadatz@yahoo.co.uk

48. Tabora Development Society
(TADESO)

Boniface Maziku - Executive Chairman

M

bonigema@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255 754386024
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49. SWEAT – Sanya Ward Education
and Training

Gabriel Marite Ole Tuke

M

Programme Coordinator
Mobile: +255 784900272
50. VICOBA

Kellen Shayo - Mratibu

F

Mobile: +255655149409/0755149409
51. -“-

Mopaya Madi

M

52. -“-

Annalice Basita

F

Accounts-Cashier
Mobile: +255 782278691
53. -“-

Devota Likokola

F

tanzaniavicobango@yahoo.com
54. Free Ambassador Women and
Children Mission Tanzania
(FAWACM-TZ)

Rev. Abdiel R. Mola

M

Director

P.O.Box 1265, Moshi

abdielmola@gmail.com

Fawacm_tz@yahoo.com

Mobile: +255785194777; 0754604479

Mobile: +255755754604479
55. Ileje Environmental Conservation
Association (IECA)

Kais Kyamba

M

Programme Manager
kkyamba@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255754383179

56. Habitat Forum Tanzania (HAFOTA)

Kellen S. Mngoya - Coordinator

F

mbozakellen@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255782244890
57. Community for Sustainable
Development (CSD)

Kisiel Mwita - Director

M

kisielmwita@yahoo.com
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Mobile: +255 757839397
58. TUSHIRIKI

Jansi Daudi Sinkamba - Executive Director

M

jsinkamba@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255713495557/785673799
59. Manyara Region for Civil Society
Organization Network (MACSNET)

Asia A. Lembariti - Chairperson

F

Eshlem@yahoo.com; mmacsnet@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255 768492944/654247449
60. Women & Community

Regina M. Katabi - Social Worker

F

reginakatabi@yahoo.co.uk
Mobile: +255 757150720
61. Health and Medicare Foundation
for the Albinism (HEMFA Tz)

Felician Casmir Lyimo

M

President of HEMFA Tz
Felician58@yahoo.com; felicianlyimo@gmail.com
Mobile: +255 753214711
62. Mwanza Environmental
Sympathisers (MES)

Kissussi Ibolinga - Chief Secretary

M

Mobile: +255767447228/0787 447228
63. KIVULINI

Yusta Ntibashima - Programme Manager

F

yntibashima@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255754435219
64. Mwanza Press Club (MPC)

Jimmy Luhende - Secretary General

M

Jimmy.luhende@gmail.com
Mobile: +255 754 388882
65. Fishers Union Organization (FUO)

Juvenary E. Matagili

P.O.Box 2969, Mwanza

Chairman

Mobile: +255
784876335/755876335

matagilifishing@gmail.com

M

Mobile: +255 755876335
fishersunion@gmail.com
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66. RANGO

Miriam Msangi

F

rangosba@yahoo.com
67. Hakikazi Catalyst

Elias Loidiso

P.O.Box 781

Manager for Public Engagement and Information

Arusha,

eliasloidiso@yahoo.com

Mobile: +255768100246

Mobile: +255784686174

M

hakikazi@cybernet.co.tz
68. Community Development for All
(CODEFA)

Samiji Eneza - Programme Officer

F

mlembae@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255713440068
69. Tanzania Pastoralist Hunter &
Gatherers Organization (TAPHGO)

Parmet s. Koromo

M

parmetkoromo@gmail.com
Mobile: +255 785130965/717175712
70. MBESO

Wayda E. Dawitte - Executive Director

F

waydaesau@g.mail.com
Mobile: +255 787 324189
71. Restless Development Tanzania

Linus Paul Kiberenge - Policy and Advocacy
Coordinator

M

linus@restlessdevelopment.org
Mobile: +255 763784420
72. TNRF

Gwamaka Mwakyanjala - Manager

M

g.mwakyanjala@tnrf.org
Mobile: +255767260010
73. Promotion of Education Link
Organization (PELO)

Julius Muungano - Executive Director

M

Muunganojulius2000@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255 7154271814
74. Sakale Development Foundation

Alex Mbwilo - Executive Secretary

M
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(SADEF)

Tapra2002@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255717475914

75. KEPA – The Finnish Platform for
Development NGOs

Linda Lonnqvist - Development Policy Officer

F

Linda.lonnqvist@kepa.ti
Mobile: +255 752672441
76. Mocuba Community Development
Foundation (MOCUBACODEFO)

Farida Martin Mwasijengo

F

Secretary
77. -“-

Samson Josephat Masue - Manager
Mocubacodefo2005@yahoo.com

M

Mobile; +255 653394345
78. Tanzania Coalition on Debt and
Development (TCDD)

Boniface Komba

M

Programme Officer
gosbety@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255 653473282
79. ABC Foundation

Andreas C. Migiro

M

Humphrey Makuss

M

Musoma, Mara
80. WAT – Human Settlement Trust

eluhala@yahoo.com
Mobile: +255 712738340

SPEAKERS:
81. The Leadership Forum

Hebron Mwakagenda

M

TEL : +255 713 612681
theleadership2000@yahoo.com
mwakagendah@yahoo.com
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82. Siha District Council

Rashid Said Kitambalilo

P.O.Box 129, Sanya Juu

District Executive Director (DED)

Tl: +255 27 2757646

sangondo@yahoo.com

Fax: +255 27 2756863

Mobile: +255 784/0655 445585

83. Amka Consult

Eke Abrahams Mwaipopo

M

M

Senior Consultant
Ekemwaipopo2000@yahoo.com
84. Public Service Accountability
Monitor (PSAM)

Gertrude Mugizi

F

Head of Regional Programme
g.mugizi@ru.ac.za
+27 (0) 726364318
85. PSAM Partners (Zambia &
Mozambique):

Laura Miti

F

Senior Pogramme Officer
l.miti@ru.ac.za
Tl: +27 466038358
86. Caritas Zambia
P.O.Box 31965

Edmond Kangamugazi

M

Economic & Environmental Justice Programme
Specialist

Lusaka, Zambia
edmondkanga@gmail.com / edmondeddyOme.com
caritaszambia@inconnect.zm.com;
caritaszambia@zec.org.com
87. Concern Universal Mozambique
cumoz@teledata.mz

T: +260 965830365
Francisco Mberto Tono Tabua

M

Monitoring and Evaluation Officer
cumozprogrammes@teledata.mz
Mobile: +258827142616

5.2

Appendix 2: Workshop timetable
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Thursday 4th October 2012
Time

Agenda

Responsible

8:00 -8:30

Registration of Participants

All

08:30 – 08:40

Welcome and workshop objectives

Godfrey Wawa Forum Syd

08:40 – 09:40

•

Key concepts in Governance and Accountability

Dr. Suma – MS
TCDC

•

Social Accountability approaches in Tanzaniaapproaches/methodologies in monitoring public
resources

Hebron
Mwakagenda

•

Presentation of the Tanzania Social Accountability
Report (SAM)
Discussions

All

Tea/Coffee break

All

•

The role of PETS in promoting Social Accountability
in Tanzania

Rashid
Kitambulio –
DED Siha

•

SA - Field work experience and Key lessons (The
Engaging of Duty bearers and Right holders
approach as advocated by Forum Syd)

Eke Mwaipopo –
Amka
Consultant

20 min. each

Gertrude Mugizi

09.40-10.30

•

10.30-11.00
11.00 – 12.00

12.00 – 12.20

12.00- 13.00

Regional experience in implementing SAM in Southern
Africa (Mozambique & Zambia).

Edmond
Kangamungazi,

(breakaway sessions – 3 groups)

Laura Miti &
Fransico Tabua

•

Lunch

13.00 – 14.00
14.00 – 15.00
20min. each

All

Discussion

•
-

SA Practitioners in Tanzania - video presentations
SIKIKA
Agriculture Non State Actors Forum (ANSAF)

All
Policy Forum
SIKIKA
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ANSAF
15.00- 15.30

Discussion

All

15.30- 16.30

The Way forward

Delphine – MS
TCDC

16.30 – 16.40

Official Closing of social accountability stakeholders
workshop

Dr. Suma - MS
TCDC

•

16:40 – 06:00

5.3

Cocktail and Networking

All

Appendix 3: Closing Speech by Dr. Suma Kaare – MS TCDC Principal

Distinguished participants, we have had a long but engaging and fruitful day. We have learnt,
shared knowledge, our concerns, successes and hope. Surely we have established new networks
of friendships.
On behalf of Forum Syd, MS TCDC and Policy Forum, let me say thank you to you all for
devoting your valuable time to be with us. Special thanks to Forum Syd and Policy Forum for
supporting this workshop, to MSTCDC for organizing this workshop and ensuring all goes well.
I believe many other organizations have contributed in one way or the other to make this
possible. Our colleagues from Zambia, Mozambique and South Africa, thank you for joining us.
As we depart let us remember we started this works because we did not want to be by standers,
let us continue our work – we are the change we want to see.
I wish you all journey mercies and looking forward to seeing you.
Thank you
Dr. Suma Kaare
MS TCDC Principle

5.4

Appendix 4: Speakers Profile
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Name

Profile

Godfrey Wawa

He is the country representative of Forum Syd-Tanzania. He is
also a board member of Policy Forum since 2011.
Forum Syd - Tanzania deals with poverty alleviation and social
accountability, it started a Social Accountability Program in 2010
in order to strengthen the civil societies. The objective of the
program

is

to

increase

voice,

information

and

negotiation/influence of citizens at district and ward level, in order
to enhance local government accountability.
Dr. Suma Kaare

She is currently the Principal and CEO of MS-TCDC - Arusha.
She has broad experience from academia, business, public service
and International development. She has served in many capacities
as a Senior Lecturer in Public Sector Management in Higher
Learning Institutions in Tanzania and Australia; Member of Senior
Management Team for various organizations; Board Member of
private, public sector and faith based institutions in Tanzania and
Kenya; she has been a Senior Advisor to Governments of
Tanzania, Cameroon and South Sudan. She has also worked as an
advisor and development consultant for International and Local
NGOs in Africa and Australia. Dr. Suma Kaare holds a Ph.D in
Public Administration from the University of Canberra in
Australia.

Rashid Kitambulio

He is a District Executive Director of Siha District – Kilimanjaro
Region. He previously served as a senior economist in the
Presidents Ministry of Local Government (PMO RALG)

Hebron Mwakagenda

He is one of the founding Directors of TCIB, having served in
various positions in Civil Society organizations since 1994. He is a
Political Scientist and activist. He is current Executive Director of
the Leadership Forum headquartered in Dar es Salaam. Previously,
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he was Executive Director of the National Youth Forum (NYF)
from 1997 to 2000 before which he was Secretary General of the
Tanzania Women and Youth Development Society. Hebron has
presided over and taken memberships in a number of organizations
including the Policy Forum as Chairperson; Society for
International Development; United Nations Civil Society Advisory
Committee; East African Youth Council and Tanzania Coalition
on Debt and Development as Board Member.
Dr. Kahabi Isangula

He is an officer in the department of Human Resources for health
at SIKIKA, Currently he is the acting Head of department and the
Acting Head of Programs. Before joining SIKIKA, He worked at
Mwananyamala Hospital, World Vision Tanzania – Lake zone,
Elizabeth Glasier Pediatric AIDS Foundation and the Global
Health Council. Dr. Kahabi holds a degree in medicine from
Muhimbili University of Health Science, a Masters of Public
Health from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg (USA) and he is also
certified in Public Health Practitioners by the National Board of
Public Health Examiners in the USA.

Eke Mwaipopo

He is a Senior Consultant at AMKA Consult. He previously
worked as a Senior Consultant at NCG- Tanzania, In-Country
Training Officer at The British Council – Tanzania. He conducted
midterm review of the SAPT in 2011. He formerly worked with
social accountability programs – Hakielimu, Actionaid, Pact, Kepa
etc. He is an experiences consultant in programs planning,
evaluation and impact assessment

Gertrude Mugizi

She is currently a Program Head – Regional Program at the Public
Service Accountability Monitor at Rhodes University – South
Africa. She formerly worked for Policy Forum as a coordinator.
She wants to see a Government that is for people and by the people
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Francisco Alberto Tabua

He is a Mozambican studied in Kenya at Catholic University of
Eastern Africa. He is currently a Monitoring and Evaluation
officer with Concern Universal Mozambique. He was trained by
PSAM in South Africa. He is passionate about social
accountability, monitoring and political sciences.

Edmond Kangamungazi

He is a Zambian working with Caritas Zambia as an Economic and
environment specialist. He has 7 years experience in working on
budgeting, monitoring and analysis. He is passionate on ensuring
that community voices are heard.

Laura Miti

She is from Zambia but currently based in South Africa working
with Public Service Accountability Monitoe Program as a Senior
Program Officer responsible for Zambia country work. She has
experience of Social Accountability in the field for 15 years.

George Jackson Mboje

He is a Budget and Policy Analyst currently working with ANSAF
responsible for the implementation of SAM at the LGAs level
through ANSAF networks. He formerly worked for Eastern Africa
Grain Council (EAGC) as a program officer on structured trading
system and also with Tanzania Federation of Cooperatives as a
Planning and Promotion Officer. George is experienced on
Regional Planning and Business Administration.

5.5

Appendix 5

Evaluation

Below here is a summary of written evaluation
Please tick against any of the options provided below that suit your response
Statement

Responses
Very useful

Fairly useful Not useful
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1. Did you find the
workshop useful?

65

10

00

2. Did you find the
workshop process
appropriate?

47

25

00

3. Did the workshop
provide a good learning
forum for you about social
accountability in Tanzania?

58

11

00

Very good

Fair

Not good

4. Please rate the
conference hall facilities

37

34

00

5. Please rate the meals

37

32

00

6. What did you like most about the workshop?
•

Involvement of many participants from different organizations

•

Different ideas shared on social accountability

•

Presentations from different speakers were very useful

•

I enjoyed the ground of SAM work in theory and practice.

•

Impressed by the level of engagement

•

Wide sharing of experiences

•

The presentation on the conceptual framework by Dr. Kaare

•

Very rich discussion throughout the day

•

The workshop was well organized – allow both English and Kiswahili language

•

Theories on governance and accountability by Dr. Suma

•

Workshop presentation and interaction among the participants
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•

Discussions to facilitation – the attendance was excellent, enriching

•

Explanation on social accountability concepts

•

The presentations and engagement of the participants

•

Social contract and partnership

•

Regional experience about SAM

•

The engagement of government officials in the workshop

•

Knowing that all social accountability stakeholders we advocate the same tool in different
approach

•

Common understanding of the tools we use

•

Experience shows that in all parts of implementation they were successful. Community
members are able to track expenditures in their localities. This has motivated me and
other participants

•

Presentations and good answers from the DED of Siha

•

Very informative presentations with different experience from different countries

•

Presence of PMO-RALG was good

•

Attendance was very inclusive

•

The role of PETS in promoting social accountability in Tanzania

•

The case studies were very informative

•

The training materials were well organized

•

Bringing together Civil Society actors together with some senior officials

•

The heterogeneity of backgrounds of the participants and the different ideas

•

Experience sharing from Tanzania, South Africa, Zambia and Mozambique was great

•

Coordination and organization was wonderful and the sequence of activities was
marvelous

7. What did you not like about the workshop?
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•

A big number of participants are men. This shows that most CSOs in Tanzania are
headed by men

•

Program was too packed. Would have liked more time to interrogate some of the lessons
coming out of experience

•

Time keeping was poor

•

Some packs did not have notebooks and pens

•

Presentations/hand outs were not provided immediately after the workshop

•

Some people were given too much opportunities to speak while others had none

•

The media was invited to cover the event but not to participate, so they should be invited
to participate

•

Disturbance of the photographers

•

Repetition of the issues

•

Disturbance of phones from the participants

•

The room is stuffy but the sitting arrangement was good

•

Logistical arrangements

•

Many people were struggling to speak English

•

The program structure was not interactive

•

Too many Speakers

8. Suggest any recommendations where you think more work needs to be done?
•

More women should be invited to such kind of workshops

•

Stakeholders workshop should be held not only in Dar but also in the Region/districts

•

Group work was supposed to start right from the beginning – organize mini workshops

•

A regional workshop of this sort would be fascinating
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•

Presentations should focus more on description of change from different interventions

•

The workshop had a very good experience sharing only that the content were too packed.
Two days workshop would help to unpack the topics

•

More practical cases to consolidate lessons and bring out the common ones so that they
can be more effective in influencing policy

•

The workshop needed more time than 1 day

•

Send the materials/presentations in advance or make sure that hard copies are available in
the packs – e mail the materials soon after the workshop

•

Understanding fiscal context of public expenditure including sector organizations and
financial disbursement to sectors

•

Get many duty bearers to attend and present

•

Next workshop should be organized to allow time for people to internalize and digest
what they have heard

•

Invite media for more coverage

•

Enhancing ownership of SAM

•

Engage more government representatives so that participants can be able to ask questions
to government staff on challenges they face during SAM implementation

•

Finding ways of making SAM more citizen based. Currently it seems to be more of CSOs

•

Be realistic and honest to time allocated against contents of the workshop

•

Donors to support community to engage more on the process

•

Improve systems, conduct research and come up with conclusion

•

Strengthen network with partners

•

SAM needs to be scaled up in all LGAs in Tanzania
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•

Stakeholders workshops should be organized every quarter if possible

•

I am not sure if all participants agree on harmonized approach. It is not necessary, if we
can agree that they all contribute within the umbrella of SAM model

•

A letter of invitation to the workshop should clearly specify time and roles

•

At the beginning of the workshop, facilitators should have inquired from the participants
on the logistical issues

•

Allow participants to use the language they are comfortable with

•

Engage SAM and PETS to the fisheries organizations in Sengerema district

•

Follow up with SAM stakeholders for possible sharing of SAM mapping information

•

Sharing of the social accountability analysis report among the participants of this
workshop

•

Keep plenary sessions short and organize breakaway sessions to allow more interaction

•

Include videos or documentaries and arrange for immediate translation

•

Next time arrange speakers in terms of issues i.e sectors or according to pillars of SAM.
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